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OSCILLATION OF EVEN ORDER NONLINEAR 
FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH 
DEVIATING ARGUMENTS 
S, R. GRACE 
ABSTRACT. Some new criteria for the oscillation of the differential equation 
x{n)(t) + q(t)F(x[g(t)]) = 0, n is even, are established. The obtained results unify, 
extend and improve a well-known sufficient condition for the oscillation of the 
so-called Emden — Fowler equation x{n) (t) + a (t) |JC [g(t)]\Y sgn x [g(t)] = 0, n is even, 
where y is any positive constant. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the differential equation 
xi»)(t) + q(t)F(x\g(t)]) = 0, n is even, (1) 
where g, q: [t0, oo) -> R = (— oo, GO), F: R -> R are continuous, q(t) > 0 and 
not identically zero for all large t, g(t) -> oo as t -> oo and xF(x) > 0 for x ^ 0. 
We assume that there exists a continuous function a: [l0, oo) -> [t0, oo) such 
that 
<r(t) < min{l, g(t)} and o(t) -> oo as t->oo. 
Without further mention we will assume throughout that every solution x(t) 
of equation (1) that is under consideration here is continuable to the right and 
is nontrivial, i.e., x(t) is defined on some ray [tx, oo) and sup{|x(/)| \t > T} > 0 
for every T> Tx. Such a solution will be called oscillatory if its set of zeros is 
unbounded and will be called nonoscillatory otherwise. Equation (1) is said to 
be oscillatory if all of its solutions are oscillatory. 
The oscillation problem for equation (1) has been discussed by numerous 
authors by various techniques. As examples we refer the reader to the papers of 
Grace and Lalli [1—4], K a r t s a t o s [5—6], K igu radze [7], K i t a m u r a 
AMS Subject Classi f ication (1985): Primary 34K99, Secondary 34C15. 
Key words: Oscillation, Functional differential equation. 
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and K u s a n o [8], K o p l a t a d z e and C h a n t u r i a [9], K u s a n o and O n o -
se [10], L o v e l a d y [11], M a h f o u d [12], P h i l o s [13] and S t a i k o s [14]. 
A well-known and important oscillation criterion for the Enulen —Fowler 
equation 
x("](t) + q(t)\x[g(tWsgnx[g(t)] = 0, n is even, (E) 
where y > 0 and the functions g and q are as in equation (1), is given in the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 0. A sufficient condition for oscillation of equation (E) is that 
Gn ' (s)q(s)ds = or ; (i) when y> V 
(ii) when 7 = 1 , 
(iii) when y > V 
' (s) q(s) ds — co, for some s > 0; 
ö-1" ,)/(s)(/(s)ds = f . 
where the function G is as defined above. 
Theorem 0 has been extended in the above mentioned papers to equation (1), 
where the function F is required to be either nondecreasing or locally of 
bounded variation (cf. [12]). 
The main purpose of this paper is to establish some new oscillation criteria 
for equation (1) which extend and improve Theorem 0 and its generalizations 
in ([1]—[14]). The obtained results can be applied to cases in which Theorem 0 
and the analogous results in ([1] [14]) are not applicable. 
2, Definitions and basic lemmas 
The following notation will be used throughout this paper: 
R„ = (— x , — a] u [a, co) if a > 0 
= ( - x , 0 ) u ( 0 , x ) if a= 0, 
C(R) = [F: R -> R | F is continuous and xF(x) > 0 if N # 0], 
C](RC,) = [ F e C ( R ) | F is continuously dilTerentiable in Rw], 
Cp(Ra) = ( F e C ( R ) | F is of bounded variation on every interval [a, h] cz R J . 
The following two lemmas will be needed in the proofs of our results. The first 
lemma can be found in [7] and [9] and the second appeared in [12]. 
Lemma 1. Let x(t) he a nonosciilatory solution of equation (1) and let 
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x(t)x(n)(t)<0 for t>t0. 
Then there exist a /, > l0 and an integer t e {0, 1, ..., n — 1} such that n + £ is odd 
and for all sufficiently large t>tx 
x(0x(A)(0>0, (k = 0, 1, . . . , / - 1) 
(-\)k+'x(t)x{k)(t)>0, (k = t j + 1, . . . , r 2 - 1) 
and 
k\x«~k)(t)\> l|x(/-* + , )(OI, (k= 1 , 2 , . . . , / ) . 
Lemma 2. Suppose a>0 and F e C ( R ) . Then FeCp(Ra) if and only if 
F(x) = G(x) H(x) for all xeRa, where G: R a -» (0 , oo), nondecreasing on 
( — oo, —a) and nonincreasing on («, oo) and H: Rff-> R and nondecreasing 
in Ra. 
Definition. We call G in Lemma 2 a positive component ofF, H a nondecreasing 
component of F and the ordered pair (G, H) a pair of components of F. 
3. Main results 
Theorem 1. Suppose a > 1 and (G, H) is a pair of components of F. Suppose 
moreover that 
-H(-xy) > H(xy) > KH(x)H(y), xy > 0, (2) 
where K is a positive constant; and 
&u , f-or du 
< oo and < oo. (3) H(u) J H(u) 
If for every integer £ e{\, 3, ..., n — 1} 
s"-'q(s)G(k*g"-\s))H[g'-](s)^\ds= oo, (4) 
for every |k*| > 1, then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof . Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1). Assume 
x(t) > 0 and x[g(t)] > 0 for t > t0 > a. By Lemma 1, there exists a tx > t0 and 
an integer / e { l , 3 , ..., n — 1} such that for t > 1, 
x(^(0>0 (k = 0, 1, . . . , / - 1) 
(5) 
(-\)k + 'x{k)(t)>0 (k = £J+\, ...,n- 1). 
In particular, we have 
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j t " ( 0 > 0 and x{n ° ( l ) > 0 for l>l,. (6) 
Hence there exist a constant k, > 0 and l2 > l, such that 
x{n-l)(t)<k} for all t > t2. (7) 
Integrate (7) (n — l)-times from l2 to l and choose l3 > l2 and k2 > 1 so that 
x(t)<k2t
n ] for l > l3. 
Since g(t) -• oo as l -» oo, there exists a l4 > l3 so that 
x[g(t)]<k2g
n~](t) for l>l4. 
By Lemma 2, 
F(x[g(t)]) = G(x\g(t)])H(x[g(t)]) 
>G(k2g"
 l(t))H(x[g(t)]) 
and hence equation (1) yields the inequality 
x{"\t) + q(t)G(kg"-l(t))H(x[g(t)])<Q for / >/ 4 . (8) 
Observe that 
„Y<'>(o = x V i ) ' - '
( t ~ s ) ' *U)(s) + (-\y 'tS(u~ty 
/ = / (/ —0! 
x(w)(u)du 
J, (n-t - \)\ 
for any ?, 5 > /4. Using (5) and the fact that n — (is odd, we have from the above 
fl <u _ i y - / - i 
. Y " > ( 0 > - x,n,(w)dw for s>t>t4, .. (n-t - \)\ 
which in view of (8) gives 
A ' ( / ) ( / ) ^ [ ^ ' ^ ' J q(u)G(k2g"-
](u))H(x[g(u)])&u, t>t4. (9) Jt (n — f — \)\ 
Now, by Lemma 1, there exists a l5 > l4 so that 
x[g(t)]>^—^x{/-])[g(t)] for l>l5 (10) 
f\ 
and 
v ( / _ , , ( 0 
is nonincreasing for t > t5. (11) 
l 
Since x{/ ~ ])(t) is nondecreasing for l > l5 and a(t) -> oc as l -> oo, there exists 
a l6 > l5 such that 








' ! t 
Using (2) and (12) in (9), we have 
xV)(t) 
xv~u(t) for t>t6. (12) 
> 
H(xv-,}(t)) 
> к2н(- {U *~'~l q(u)G(k2g"-\u))H(g'-,(u)^\áu. 
/!/J, (n-t -\)\ 
Integrating the last inequality from t6 to s > 2t6 we obtain 
J,„/7(x 
>K2H 
* " - " ( / ) ) 
1 
d í > 
{U tr~f~\(u)G(k2g»-\u))H(g'-\u)^\áuát> 
/\/J<J< (n-í - \)\ 
>K2H(-
/ ! 
" («^btlaMfíík.ť-UuHHÍr'-1'-* a { u ) 
щ ( и - 0 ! 
í M G f e " - 1 ^ ) ) / / / " ' ( « ) 
U 
du. 
Letting s -> oo in the above inequality and using (3), we conclude that 
K2H(^)r^^q(u)G(k2g"-\u))H(g'-'(u)^)du< 
\c\Jhu (n — c)\ \ u J 
< c < 00, 
which contradicts (4). A parallel argument holds if we assume that equation (1) 
has a negative solution. The proof is now complete. 
Now, let us consider equation (E). Then Theorem 1 leads to the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1. If y> 1, and for every integer / e { l , 3, ..., n — 1} 
rs"-'-r(g'-l(s)<r(s)yq(s)ds=oD9 (13) 
then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
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Remark 1. If n > 2, then Corollary 1 improves Theorem 0(i). This case 
can be illustrated by the following example. 
Example 1. Consider the differential equation 
x(4)(l) + l"73(x[l25])53-0, t> \. (14) 
Here v/e take g(t) = cr(t) = t25. 
All conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied and hence equation (14) is oscillat-
ory. Theorem 0(i) fails to apply to equation (14) since 
ö-"- ' (5)ö(i)d5 = 'ds < oo. 
Remark 2. Since the function F in equation (1) is required to be a loc-
ally of bounded variation, our Theorem 1 extends and unifies the analogous 
results in ([1]—[14]). In particular, Theorem 1 can be applied to some cases 
in which Theorem 2 in [12] is not applicable. Such a case is described in 
Example 2 below. 
Example 2. Consider the differential equation 
-4 3 M i 2 5 ] ) " XW(t)+f 
1 + |*[;25] |5 
1 
O, t>\. (15) 
Here v/e let o(t) = g(t) = f \ G(x) = 
1 + |x|56 
{ = 1 or 3. If { = 1, then for all \k\ > 1 we get 
and H(x) = x53. Since n = 4, 
o-(s) j " s"-'q(s)G(kg" ](s))HÍg' \s) ds = 
л ^ 
i \+\k\s 
ds = oo. 




= 0 0 , 
for any \k\ > 1. Thus, equation (15) is oscillatory by Theorem 1. 
According to Theorem 2 in [12], equation (1) is oscillatory if there exists a 
nondecreasing differentiable function 0: [«, oo)-*(0, oo) such that 
[<p(\x\l"-')//(x)] ' d x < oo and (a) 
<7"-](s)q(s)(<f>[a(s)]) ]G(kg" l(s))ds=oo, for every \k\>\. (b) 
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Theorem 2 in [12] cannot be applied to equation (15). Indeed, if we take 
(f)(x) = 1, condition (a) is satisfied, while condition (b) becomes 
í o- ' (s)q(s)((f>[a(s)\)-iG(kg"-i (s))ds = 
oo s - 2 . 5 
ds <-LfV" 
1*1 Jl 
l5ds < oo, 
1 + | / C | 5 | | 
for every |k| > 1, which means that condition (iii) of Theorem 2 in [12] fails. 
Theorem 2. Assume a> 1, a' (t) > 0 for t > t0 and (G, H) is a pair of com-
ponents of F. Suppose that 
H(x) 
> c > 0 for x ф 0. (16) 
If for every ^e{l, 3, ..., n — 1} 
lim sup í [u - a(t)]n -ŕ-xq(u)o' (u) G (k*g" ~ ] (u)) du + 
-Jcт(í) 
+ °(t) [u - <т(t)\" -'-xq(ü)a'-^(u)G (k*g" ~ ' (u)) áu > (П) 
>-{n-£- 1)!/!, 
c 
for every |k*| > 1, then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), say x(t) > 0 
and x[g(0] > 0 for t > t0 > a. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain inequal-




J, (n-í -( -( - 1)! 
By Lemma 1, there exists 15 > t4 such that 
q (u) G (k2g" ~ ' (ú)) x [a(u)\ áu for t > t4. 
x[a(t)\> (t) xl'-"[a(t)] for t>ts. 
Thus, 
. v ^ O l ^ c ^ 
J*,, (n-e-\)\ £\ ' V CJ(U) ) 
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+ 
I И - f f ( / ) Г / " ^ ( и ) - ^ C ( i t 2 ř - - - ( И ) ( ^ - ' ' [ a ( н ) D d и ] . 
(n-Є - \)\ i\ 
Since x 
( r - i ) 
is nonincreasing for 1 < £ < n — 1 and t > /5, x
(' l)(t) is non-
decreasing for t > l, and tr" (t) > 0 for / > l0, we get 
(n-f - \)\{\ o(t)x'[a(t)} 
A/-D И0] 
> 
> [' [ « - ( 7 ( 0 r - ' ,a(«)cT/(M)G(A:2^-
,(t/))dt.+ 
•W) 
+ (7(0 ̂  [« - (7(0]" - ' " ' q (") ^ - ' («) G (k2 g"~ ' («)) dl*. 
Next, we observe that 
a(t)xiŕ)[a(t)\ л hmsup w L W J < 1. 




[ [и-(т(0"- '- | t f(и)cг>)o(fc 2 g"-
, (и))dи + 
Jo-(f) 
+ (7(0 [ и - с т í O Г - ^ - Ч W ^ - Ч ^ G í Л г ^ - Ч и й d и < и))dиj 
<-(n-І - \)\i\, 
which contradicts (17). A similar argument holds for x(t) eventually negative, and 
this completes the proof. 
Corollary 2. Consider equation (E) with y= 1. If for every *f e{l, 3, ..., rz — 1} 
limi sup [u - a(t)]n ~' ~ ' q (u) </ (u) dw + 




>(n-i - \)\i\, 
then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
The following examples are illustrative. 
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Example 3. Consider the differential equation 
x(4)(0 + c/-4x|"-l = 0, / > 1, (19) 
where c is a positive constant. All conditions of Corollary 2 are satisfied if 
48 
c > and hence equation (19) is oscillatory. We may note that Theo-
1 + ln2 
rem 0(ii) and Theorem 2 in [12] fail to apply to equation (19), while some of the 
results in ([1]—[4]) are applicable to equation (19) if c> (48) (288). Thus, 
Corollary 2 improves Theorem 0(ii). 
Example 4. Consider the differential equation 
*m 
x(4)(0 + cf-3 — — = 0, / > 1 , (20) 
I l_2_ | | 
where c is a positive constant. Here we take G(x) = , H(x) = x and 
t ! + M 
o(t) = g(t) = - . The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied if c > 24 and hence 
2 
equation (20) is oscillatory. It is easy to check that Theorem 4 in [4] can be 
applied to equation (20) if c> (24) (1152), while Theorem 2 in [12] fails to apply 
to equation (20) for any function (f)(x) = x£, e > 0 (see Example 2 above). 
Therefore, our Theorem 2 improves Theorem 4 in [4] and Theorem 2 in [12]. 
Also, it extends and unifies some of the results in [1]—[4] and [6]. 
The following result is concerned with the oscillation of strongly sublinear 
equations of type (1). 
Theorem 3. Suppose a > 1 and (G, H) is a pair of components of F. Assume 
that condition (2) holds, and 
—— <oo and —— <oo. (21) 
J+oH(u) J-o H(u) 
If for every fe{l, 3, ..., n - 3} 
t" H(s) [* (u-s)"-'-2q(u)G(k*g"-\u))H(g'-](u)^\duds= oo 
(22) 
and for £ = n — 1 
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q(u)G(k*g" ](u))H(g"-2(u)a(u))du= oo. 
for every | k * | > 1, then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
(23) 
P r o o f . Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1). Assume 
x(t) > 0 and x [#(/)] > 0 for t > tQ > a. By Lemma 1, there exist a l, > l0 and 
an integer ^e{ l , 3, . . . , « - 1} such that (5) holds. Proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we obtain inequalities (8) and (12). Now, we consider the following 
two cases: 
C a s e \. f <n — 1. By Taylor's formula with integral remainder 
" i /„ , y - / i 
— .V 
ЛI + D (t)= I (-1) 
,• , ( * - ' ) ' 
/ - / + I 
+ ( - i ) " 
Using (5) and (8) we obtain 
-x(/ + [,(t)> f ("-*>" 
J, ( « - / - 2 ) ! 





(n - / - 2)\ 
.ү("Ҷм)dм. 
q(u)G(k2g" Ҷм))Я(л[g(м)])dм, t>t4. 
(24) 








x H(x(/ "(M))dM > K2H(x«~[)(t)) P ( " ~ / ) " 
J, (n-/-2)\ 
xq(u)G(k2g" > ) ) f / f l W g ' ' ( M ) ^ ) d M . 













Letting ^ —> oo in the above inequality and integrating from t6 to oo, we obtain 
"(0 00 (u - ty ''-2q(u)G(k2g"~ ' (u))fííg'~ ' (u) ^)du dt < 
(n-t-2)\ fv'"6) dvv 
< - - I < oo, 
K3H 
1\ Jo H(w) 
which contradicts (22). 
Case 2. £ = n — 1. From inequalities (8) and (12), we have 
-x{tt)(t)>q(t)G(k2g
n-](t))H(f-—^^x{"-2)(t)) for t > t6. 
Using (2) and (26), we get 
-x{n)(t) > K2H 
Thus, 








>K2H 1 q (s) G(k2g" ~ ' (5)) H(g" ~
2 (s) <r(s))ds. 
\.(n- \)b 
Letting / -» oo in the above inequality, we conclude that 
q(s) G(k2g"~ ' (s))H(g"~
2(s) a(s))ds < oo, 
which contradicts (23). This completes the proof. 
Next, we give an oscillation criterion for equation (E) when 0 < y < 1. 
Corollary 3. Consider equation (E) with 0 < y < 1. If for every /e{l, 3, ..., 
n-3} 
-MY,......- ( 2 8 ) 
лoo л x 
J П, <" í ) - ' - ! í ( и ) ï C> dw ds = oo
and for £ = n — 1 
Г «7(j)fe я- 2(5)ťт(j)Yd í=oo, (29) 
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then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
The following examples are illustrative. 
Example 5. The differential equation 
*<«>(,)+ J ^ (*[,*,)< 3 = 0> t ^ { 
16/ 
has the nonoscillatory solution x(t) = yft. All conditions of Corollary 3 are 
satisfied with cY(/) = / except conditions (28) and (29). 
Example 6. Consider the differential equation 
x(4)(/) + / ,03(x[/3])13-=0, / > 1. (31) 
The hypotheses of Corollary 3 are satisfied and hence equation (31) is oscillat-
ory. 
It is easy to check that Theorem O(iii) and the analogous results in [1] [14] 
are not applicable to equation (31). Thus, Corollary 3 unifies Theorem O(iii). 
Example 7. Consider the differential equation 
x<\t)+t-i\(x[*y* =o, , > , (32) 
1 +\x[t3]\*9 
Here we let g(t) = t\ a(t) = t, 
G(x) = ' and H(x) = x'\ 
l + W 1 3 
Since n = 4, the integer £ is either 1 or 3. Now, for / = 1 and every |A'| > 1, we 
have 
| H(s)V (u-s)"-/-2q(u)G(kg"-i(u))H(g' \u)^\duds = 
Ji \J, l+\k\u 
2\k\ 
Also, for ( = 3 and every \k\ > 1, we get 
I q(u)G(kg"-,(u))H(gn-2(u)a(u))du= I l- du -» oo as / - c c . 
Ji Ji \+\k\u 
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du\ds > 
Шiu-s)u~ > 1 ( 1 (u — s) u 4 3 du ) ás -> oo as / 0 0 . 
Thus, all conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and hence equation (32) is 
oscillatory. 
On the other hand, Theorem 2 in [12] is not applicable to equation (32), since 
for (p(x) = x2 3 + e, £ > 0 (see Example 2), condition (iii) of that theorem takes 
the form 
'q(s)cf-l(S)((t>[a(s)]r
iG(kg"-](s))ds = ^ 
1 +|A:|j 
ds < oo as t —> oo, 
for every s > 0 and all \k\ > 1, which means that condition (iii) of Theorem 2 
in [12] fails. Next, it is easy to check that Theorems 2 and 3 in [4] improve 
Theorem 2 in [12], however, they also fail to apply to equation (32). 
Therefore, we conclude that Theorem 3 improves Theorems 2 and 3 in [4] and 
Theorem 2 in [12]. Also, it extends and unifies some of the results in [1]—[14]. 
In the following theorem we present an oscillation criterion for equation (1), 
via a comparison with the oscillatory behaviour of a set of second order 
ordinary differential equations. The obtained result extends Theorem 7 of 
Lovelady [11] in such a way that it can be applied in cases of nonlinear 
differential equations with deviating arguments. 
Theorem 4. Let a > 1, condition (2) hold and (G, H) be a pair of components 
of F. If for every \k*\ > 1 either 
(i) every solution of the equation 
^M( ! ^ n (t\ n (h*cr* - i (t\\ M( <T»-2 ' * a ^ y-'(t) + K2H\——jq(t)G(k*g"-^ 
(33) 
is oscillatory; or 
(ii) for any £ e{\, 3, ..., n — 3}, every solution of the equation 
( „ - , / -2 ) ' 
J " ( « - ' ) " '-2q{u)G(k*g«-\u))HL'-\u)^\&u\H{y(t)) = 0 
(34) 
is oscillatory, then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), say x(t) > 0 
and x[g(0] > 0 for t > t0 > a. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we consider the 
case when £ = n — 1 and obtain (27), also the case when £e{l,3, ...,n — 1} and 
get (25). Now, let £ = n — 1. From (27) we have 
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xM(t) + p(t)H(x("-2,(t))<0 for t>tb, 
where 
2/T/ ! ì ^ t / ^ t L * ^ " - 1 tЛï H\ „n-2í*\ ° л 0 /?(t) = K2H(_—IJWG^V-'W)//^"-2!/) 
Thus, we have a positive solution of 
w"(t) + /3(t)H(w(t))<0. 
By Lemma 2.1 in [5], equation (33) has a positive solution, a contradiction. 
Next, let <f e{l, 3, ..., rz - 3}. From (25) we get 
x ( ' + , ) ( 0 + 7 ( 0 # ( x ( / _ 1 ) ( 0 ) < 0 for l > t6, 
where 
K2//1 
(n- f -2)\ it \ u J 
and hence the inequality 
v"(t) + y(t)H(v(t))<0 
has a positive solution. Once again, by Lemma 2.1 in [5], equation (34) has a 
positive solution, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k s . 
1. The results of the present paper are presented in a form which is essentially 
new. We also mention that we do not stipulate that the function g in equation 
(1) be either retarded, advanced or a mixed type. Hence our theorems may hold 
for ordinary, retarded, advanced and a mixed type equations. 
2. The results of this paper are applicable to many types of differential 
equations, e.g., linear or almost linear equations and strongly sublinear equa­
tions. In particular, our results extend and unify Theorem 0 and the analogous 
results in ([1]—[14]). 
3. The results of this paper are extendable to more general equations of the 
form 
*<">(/) + q(t)F(x[gl (/)], x[g2(t)l ..., x[gm(t)}) = 0 (35) 
as well as the damped equations of the form 
*<">(/) + p(t)\x("~ ])(/)!' + q(t)F(x[gx (/)], x[g2(t)l ...,x\gm(/)]) = 0, (36) 
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where /?> 0, gi9 p, q: [t0, oo) -> R, i = 1, 2, ..., m, F: R
w-• R are continuous, 
q(t) > 0 and not identically zero for all large 1, p(t) > 0 for l > i0, lim g,(l) = 
/-• X 
= oo, / = 1, 2, ..., m and yiP(y1? y2, ..., ym) > 0 for y, ^ 0. The function p is 
required to satisfy the following condition 
П,f 
Uß 
(s)ds) фL(ł0, oo) i f / j > 0 , 
<Í: expí —p(r)dr)ds = oo i f / ? = 0 , 
and o-(/) < min{l, g, (/), g2(l), ..., gm(t)} and lim cr(l) = oo. 
t-» X 
Accordingly, the obtained results for equations (35) and (36) extend and 
improve some of the known results in ([1]—[14]). 
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